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We investigate the problem of fmding for which sets of integers a, ,..., ak either of 
the equations xf=, a,a;=O or nf=, a: = 1 has a non-trivial solution in (not 
necessarily distinct) conjugate algebraic numbers al,..., ak. The problem turns out 
to be connected with the existence of certain latin squares having zero deter- 
minant. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ui, a* ,..., ak, k> 2, be given non-zero integers, of highest common 
factor one. Is it possible to lind an algebraic number LX of degree d, with 
each aj a conjugate of a, such that 
ay’a;* . ..qcj‘? 
Similarly, we can ask for an LX such that 
(1.1) 
alal + u2az + . . . + akcik = 0. (I.21 
We say that a solution of (1.1) (respectively (1.2)) is triuiul if a is a root 
of unity (resp. a =O). Trivial solutions of (1.1) always exist: let p be any 
prime not dividing at least two of the ai. Then since x$=, rjaj = 0 (mod p) 
can always be solved for integers rj none divisible by p, we can take aj = 
exp(2nirj/p). 
Our lirst result is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Both equations (1.1) und (1.2) haoe u non-triuiul solution in 
(not necessarily distinct) conjugate algebraic numbers iff there is an n > k 
and an n x n incomplete latin square of determinant zero, each row and 
column being a permutation of aI ,..., ak and (n -k) zeros. 
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COROLLARY 1. Equution (1.1) has a non-trivial solution zjjf (1.2) /WZ~ u 
non-trivial solution. 
COROLLARY 2, Zf for some i 
Iail > 1 l"jl (1.3) 
/#i 
or tf for some i there is a prime p such that 
~i ai p~ajforallj#i (1.4) 
then neither (1.1) nor (1.2) bus u non-trivial solution. 
COROLLARY 3. Zn the theorem, the Latin square determinant can be taken 
to be a group determinant of some galois group. 
(For the delinition of the group determinant see Section 5.) 
Another criterion for solving the equations is the following 
THEOREM 2. Both equutions (1.1) und (1.2) have u non-triviul solution in 
(not necessarily distinct) conjugate algebraic numbers tff there is a set 
{(nil, niz ,..., nik), i= l,..., ZV} 
of N rational integer solutions, none equal to (0, O,..., O), of 
alxl + azxz + ... +akxk=O (I.61 
with the property that the k families (multisets) { [n# }iS I,,,.T,, for j= 1, 2,..., k 
are all the same, in some order (i.e., they each consist of the same numbers 
with the same multiplicities). 
Using this result, it was possible, using linear programming and a com- 
puter, to verify that for k = 3 and 0 < ~7~ < a* < a3 < 20, all equations (1.1) 
and (1.2) have non-trivial solutions apart from those with a,, az, uJ 
satisfying either of the criteria (1.3), (1.4) of Corollary 2. Some examples of 
solution sets satisfying those conditions will be given at the end of 
Section 3. 
On the basis of the above rather limited evidence, an example for k = 4 
and the incomplete “proof” of Section 4, I make the following 
Conjecture. The equations (l,l), (1.2) have non-trivial solutions iff 
neither (1.3) nor (1.4) holds. 
Earlier related work. I know of little work on these or related problems. 
Dobrowolski [2, Lemma 21 showed that (1.1) has no non-trivial solution 
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for k = 2 and u, > uZ 3 1. In 1980 M. Isaacs (unpublished?) showed that 
a, + @Z - a3 = 0 had a non-zero solution in conjugate algebraic numbers a,, 
a2, a3, where, moreover, -aI is not a conjugate of ar. (This problem is 
trivial if - aI is allowed to be conjugate to aI .) In [7, Lemma 11, I showed 
that 2a, k a2 k a3 = 0 has no solution in distinct conjugate algebraic num- 
bers, and found all solutions of a;a: *a$ l= 1 in distinct conjugate algebraic 
numbers. 
2. THEOREM 1 AND COROLLARIES 
The following lemmas are required for Theorem 1: 
LEMMA 1. Let /I be an algebraic number, no power of which is rational, 
with conjugates /I = /? ,,..., /I,,, and Galois group gal(Q(/?)/Q) the full sym- 
metric group S,, on n symbols. Then 
&&2.. . /I> # root of unity 
and 
for any integers v,, v2 ,..., v” not all equal. 
ProojY Suppose &I ... fl; = root of unity. Then by replacing (vr,..., v,,) 
by a suitable multiple of itself, we have fly1 **. & = 1. Suppose vl # v2. 
Then, applying the permutation (b,f12) to the fij, &‘&=&*J?~ or 
&I ~“2 = /?T -“2. Hence, applying (b2br) to this equation, &-“2 = fi;i-“2. So 
“2 is rational, a contradiction. Similarly if x pivi= 0 we get easily 
2, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2. Let oI, o2 ,..., o,,, uI, v2 ,..., v” be permutations of { 1, 2 ,..., n} 
such that 
oij=u,i (i, j= 1 ,..-, n), WI 
when o,. j < k. Then there exist permutations n I, n2 ,..., nk such that 
nti= o,:ll (i= l,..., n; l= l,..., k). v.21 
ProojI Suppose that for some 1 <k and i, r, 0,: ‘l= CT,F’~ = j say. Then 
l= 0; j= Or j, so uji= u,r, i = r. Hence crc’l,..., g;‘l are all distinct, and we 
can define q, by (2.2). 
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We now prove Theorem 1. Assume that either 
(a) IX = LX~ satislies (1.1) and is not a root of unity, or 
(b) oz = aI # 0 and satislies (1.2). 
Let d= deg a, and Q(b) be a normal extension of Q containing 
Q(Q ,..., CX~) such that 
LQUQ 1 Q(u)1 2 IL (2.3 J 
Put n = [Q(b) : Q] and G = Gal(Q(/I)/Q) = { 1 = u,, gz ,..., en} say. Label 
the conjugates fii of /I so that jIi= ejp (i= l,..., KZ) and detine U~= 0;~ 
(i = l,..., n). By (2.3) we can assume that ai,..., ak are as before. For con- 
venience we will sometimes write ci = j if crjJi = /Ij. 
In case (a), applying ai to (1.1) 
fI (cri@lj)~J = 1 (i= l,..., ?z) 
j=l 
where we have defined ak+ l = ak+2 = ... = an = 0. Hence, replacing oiuj by 
aj, and putting a; = ao,-lj 
jn, a$ = 1 
from which, for any valuation 1 1 on Q(p) 
(2.4) 
Now log lajl # 0 for some j and some valuation 1 1, since u is not a root of 
unity. (It is not suflicient to take only archimedean valuations here, as the 
example a = (3 + 4i)/5 shows.) 
Similarly, in case (b) we readily obtain 
j$ akaj = 0. (2.5) 
Hence (2.4) and (2.5) show that det(a$) = 0 in both cases. Since ,4 = (a;) is 
a latin square matrix with every row and column a permutation of al,..., ak 
and (n -k) zeros, this proves the first part of the theorem. It also proves 
Corollary 3, since aij = anI, where 0 = o,:irrj. 
Conversely, let an n x n incomplete latin square matrix A be given, as in 
the statement of the theorem. We must show that this implies that (1.1) 
and (1.2) have non-trivial solutions. 
Since if x ai = 0 we can take all ai equal (to, e.g., 2), we can assume 
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xai#O. Defining &+r= “’ = an = 0 again, we see that since A is an 
incomplete latin square, it can be written A = (ao,j), where ur ,..., on are per- 
mutations of { 1, 2,..., n} having the property that there also exist per- 
mutations uI, uz,..., Us such that (2.1) holds whenever ui j < I?. 
Now let v = (oI ,..., u,J’ be a non-zero vector with Av = 0. Since x ai # 0, 
the Us are not all equal. Choose an algebraic number /3 of degree n over Q, 
with conjugates /? = /I, ,..., fin, fir $ Q for each integer r, and Galois group 
the full symmetric group S,, (such a choice is possible: see van der Waerden 
[8, p. 1971). Then the conjugates of &I&.*. /?; are /?;;/I;; **. fly; and those 
of x fliui are x bEiui, for each r E S,,. (Some of the conjugates may be 
equal.) By Lemma 1, /?;I/?? . . . /I 2 is not a root of unity, and 1 /Iiui is non- 
zero. 
Next, since 




1 a,uc,-II= 0 (i = l,..., n). (2.6) 
/= 1 






Thus to solve (1.1) take aj= ni fly (j= l,..., k), and to solve (1.2) take 
aj = xi uqjifii (j = l,..., k). 
To prove Corollary 2, suppose (1.3) holds, but the latin square matrix 
has zero determinant. Consider any n x n matrix A, each row and column 
of which consists of aI ,..., ak and (n - I?) zeros, in some order. Then by per- 
muting the rows of A we obtain a matrix A’ with det A’ = det A and all 
diagonal elements equal to ai. Then by (1.3) the diagonal “dominates” the 
matrix, and so det A’ # 0 (ProoJ suppose A’x = 0. Look at (,4’x), where x/ 
is a component of x of maximum modulus.) Hence det A # 0. 
641/23/2-l 
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If (1.4) hoids, then for the standard p-adic valuation 1 iP 
lUilp~~~X~lUjlp~ i#i 
and the same proof applies. 
3. PROOF ok THEOREM 2, AND EXAMPLES 
Suppose (1.1) or (1.2) has a non-trivial solution. Then, by Theorem 1, 
there is an n 2 k and an n x n incomplete latin square matrix ,4 of deter- 
minant zero, with ai,..., ak in every row and column, and all other entries 
zero. Let y = (yi ,..., y,,)* be such that ,4y = 0, y # 0. We can clearly suppose 
that the yi are integers. Then the ith row of Ay =0 gives a solution 
h, ,+-*, JZ~~) of (lA), with ini1 ,..., ~~~1 a subset of {y ,,..., ~~1. Looking at 
i = l,..., n, the set ofjth components forj = l,..., k is precisely { yl ,..., JJ~} for 
all A, as A is a latin square. Hence the families { bz#l I;= i .,,,, N for j= l,..., k 
are all the same, in some order. 
For the converse, it is possible to use the existence of the solutions (1.5) 
with the stated property to construct a latin square matrix of the required 
type. It is simpler, however, to proceed directly. 
Suppose that we are given N solutions ni as in (1.5) such that the families 
{lnijl Ii= l,...,iV are all the same, in some order, for j= l,..., k. Then choose an 
algebraic number /?, (with conjugates /Ij) of degree 2N with Gaiois group 
&,, over the rationals and no power of ,8i rational. Let ~~=/?Jfl~+~ 
(i = l,..., N). The conjug ates of ~1, are (~i/~j) * ’ ( 1~ i K J’ < 2N) and further- 
more the Galois group of fl can map (y ,,..., yN) onto (?:,I ,..., y:h), where CJ 
is any permutation of { l,..., NI, and the &l’s are independent. In par- 
ticular, any number aj = y~~$~~ .. . yp (j = l,.,., k) is conjugate to any other. 
Further, by Lemma 1, thle aj are not roots of unity (since, as in the proof of 
Theorem 1, we can assume x uj# 0 so that the n,,, Q,..., nkj cannot all be 
equal). But 
j=l f= I 
Similarly aj = xjY= g yinti (j = l,..., k) gives a non-zero solution of (1.2), 
when c$=@~-B~+~. 
Next, we give some examples of the application of Theorem 2 k.w ic = 3 
and 4. 
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metrizing ui, a2, a3 by aI =~uv, a2=u2-v2, a3=u2+v2 we obtain the 
smaller set (u, -v, -v), (0, u, -u). With the yj as in Theorem 2, CE, =yyy;, 
a2 = ~~-~y;, CX~ = ~;U~~u and c@x$%x;~= 1. 
One latin square of zero dete~inant (and associated eigenvector) which 
can be constructed using these two solutions is 
where 
ands=(w[wl-WI-W), w=(u,v). 
2. If a, = 6, a2 = 11, a3 = 13 the solutions to (1.1) and (1.2) can be 
obtained from the set of solutions in Table I to (1.6), each repeated the 
number of times indicated (weights). 
3. An example where an unusually large number of solutions is 
needed is for u1 = 17, a2 = 19, u3 = 29, where the smallest set found by my 
program satisf~ng the conditions of Theorem 2 had 62 difIerent solutions 
with a total number of solutions (counting weights) of 425. 
4. Take ?C = 4, ai = 2, Q = 3, CZ~ = 5, ~2~ = 7, Then the sets of solutions 
with associated weights in Table II satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2. 
TABLE 1 
Solution 
Xl x2 x3 Weights 
i 3 -3 3 
4 -1 -1 2 
3 -4 2 2 
5 2 -4 2 
2 6 -6 1 
2 -1 5 1 
6 5 -1 1 
1 -5 1 1 
3 9 -9 1 
9 1 -5 1 
2.50 C. J. SMYTH 
TABLE II 
Solution 
From this solution set, the following latin square of zero determinant 
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B= 












<o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 is the 11 x 2 zero matrix, 
C? and b denote C, D with columns reversed, 0 is the 26 x 24 zero matrix, 
s=(v~-v~v~-v~w~-w),v=(0,0,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2),w=(3,3). 
4. TI=E CONJECTURE 
I want here to discuss the conjecture made in Section 1. For simplicity, I 
will restrict my attention to the case k = 3, although the discussion should 
be applicable to higher k also. Applying Theorem 2, the conjecture for 
k = 3 can be equivalently stated as 
Conjecture. Given positive integers a , , uZ, u3 relatively prime in pairs, 
and such that CJ, + LZ~ z=- us, a2 + as > Q,, a3 + u, > CZ?, there exist non-zero 
solutions (nil, ni2, nij) (i= l,..., N) Of 
a~x~+u2x~+a3x~=o (4*1) 
such that the families { {+I, i= l,..., iv}, {IQ/, i= l,..., N}, {lnijl, i = 
l,..., N] are identical. (Since the conjecture is easily seen to be true if 
a1+a2 = u3 or a2 +a3 = a, or u3 + CZ, = u2, these cases have been dis- 
missed. ) 
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We lirst have 
LEMMA 3. Let a,, az, a3 be as above, and h4 an integer satisfying 
A42max 
C 





Then for each integer m: O<m <At there exists a solution (n,, nz, n3) of 
(4.1) with nl = m, and jnz/ GM, /nX/ 6 M. 
Prooj Since aI, a*, a3 are relatively prime in pairs, there is always 
some solution (nl, nz, n3) of (4.1) with n, equal to the given value m. It 
remains only to show that in21 and 1~~1 can be chosen to be at most M. 
Now for any integer k, 
is also a solution, with 
n; - ni = n2 - n3 + k(az -t- a3). 
Hence we can choose k such that 
There are three cases: 
(a) ni 2 ni and ni > 0. Then, putting d = ni -n\ 
O=a~m+a~n~ta3n~=a,m+(a~+a~)n~-a~d, 
where 0 6 d< aj. Hence ni = (a3d- a,m)/(a? + a3) < a$‘(az + aj). 
(b) ni>ni and &GO. Here ~n~~z$~n~~ and O=alm+az(ni+d)+ 
a&, so that 
provided M>azas/(az+a3-al). 
(c) ni 2 ni. The roles of a2 and a3 are interchanged, but otherwise as 
(a) and (b). 
Clearly the lemma applies equally with the indices 1, 2, 3 permuted. The 
lemma is easily seen to be false if (az, as)> 1 or if aI >a2 +as, in the 
strong sense that no matter how large M is chosen, one can always choose 
an m < A4 such that there is no solution (m, n2, n3) of (4,l) with In21 < M 
and In31 <&I. 
I will now outline a “proof” of the conjecture, which unfortunately con- 
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tains a significant gap. I include this “proof” in the paper in the hope that 
some reader will be able to bridge the gap, and so complete the proof. 
Choose M large (certainly larger than Mi, Mz and MJ). Then the set 9 
of solutions (nl, PZ~, Q) of (4.1) with 1~~1 GM (i= 1,2,3) has cardinality 
cM2 + o(M*), where c is a positive constant. Further, Lemma 3 guarantees 
that the sets {in,] 1, { /P~~/I, { InJ 1 of moduli of the first, second, and third 
components of all these solutions consist of all the numbers 10, I,..., Ml. 
The problem is to attach various (positive or zero) integer weights to these 
solutions so that, when the elements of the families of moduli are each 
counted with appropriate multiplicities, they are identical. 
The “proof” proceeds as follows: For I = 1,2,3,... choose a solution s* = 
b ,i, n12, s,~) from 9’. For each 1 form the (A4+ 1) x 3 matrix C(‘) whose 
(i, j)th entry c# (i = 0, i ,..., M, j = 1,2,3) counts the number of occurrences 
of i in the moduli 1~~~~1, ln2J,..., lmGi, Since we are only interested in the dif- 
ferences ci, - ciz, cil - cj3, ciz - Cam, we modify cG by replacing it by c@ - 
min(ci, , Ciz> c;~). This ensures that, for each Z, every row of C(‘) contains at 
least one zero. We now deline sets Zi’), Z$‘j, Z$‘)G {O, l,..., Ml by iE Z,V) if 
cti = 0. Then Z{!) u Z$‘j u Z$[J = 10, l,..., Mj. 
Our unproved assumption is that, for Z= 2,3,4,..., s, cun Avq~.r be 
cZro.se@ 30 l/r& B@E ZJ’-i) (j= 1,2, 3). It is easy to see that this assumption 
guarantees that C(‘) is always a matrix of O’s and l’s, and so is one of at 
most 23t”‘+ ‘I different matrices. Hence eventually @‘I = C(q) for integers 
ZJ> q >O. Then we can take (in the notation of the statement of 
Theorem 2) N= p-q and our solution set to be sq+ 1, sq+ z,..., sP, for 
which the families {IqJ, i=q+ l,.,., ~1 are identica1 for j= 1,2, 3. 
5. GROUP DETERMINANTS 
I.tt CT= {gl, g2,..., gn } be a finite group. Write its group table so that it 
has gq: igj in the (i, j)th place. Given complex numbers ci , e2,..., c-, replace 
gk by ck in the group table. The determinant of the resulting matrix is the 
group determinant. We have 
LEMMA 4 (Dedekind c. 1880; see [4, p. 1501). Zf G is ubelian, the group 
~eterminffnt factorizes as 
where xl ,-, xn are the characters of G. 
Prooj Let X= ((l/d) xi(gj)), D = diag(z;= 1 clxi(gl)) and C the 
group table matrix described above. Then XX’= Z and ~CA”= D. 
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Using this result and Corollary 3, it follows that if (1.1) or (1.2) has a 
non-trivial solution with abelian Galois group G(Q(a)/Q), then 
xf= i aimj = 0 for some (not necessarily distinct, not necessarily conjugate) 
roots of unity mj. (As a consequence, one can, for instance, say 
immediately that afaiai = 1 has no non-trivial solution with abelian Gaiois 
group, since 30~~ +4~* + 5~~ =0 has no solution in roots of unity 
ml P m27 @3. 
In 1896 Frobenius ([3]; see also [4, 51) showed how to factorize the 
general (non-abelian) group determinant as 
where n , ,..., ns are the degrees of the irreducible representations of G, and 
tii is a form of degree ni. (For a simple modern proof, see [6, p. 671.) 
Originally, I used the group determinant of the dihedral group to construct 
a non-trivial solution of a;aiaz = 1. At present, however, the combinatorial 
approach of Theorem 2 and Section 4 seems a more promising way to 
prove the conjecture. It would, however, be interesting if Frobenius’ fac- 
torization did turn out to be of use in the proof. 
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